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It is often said that there are no bad followers, but only bad leaders. While we do not fully 

subscribe if this claim for reason of the principle of individual accountability. Yet, if we look 
around, the heart-reelecting and pitiful state of the Filipino people can be attributed to the lack of 
enough good leaders among them. Leader who are servant leaders and guardians leader, 
combined: leader who are servants of their followers, who seek their followers welfare and guide 
them towards what is good, and who protect their community against tyranny and oppression, 
encourage them it like a moral life and promote justice among fellowmen.  

 
It has still a fighting chance to maintain peace in the nation, lasting peace is as much a 

challenge to all men it is to the united nation. After all, the united nation is made up of all the4 
people on earth. Since wars begin in the minds of men, peace must therefore be installed in their 
minds. And to do this, more education is needed. By means of education, the minds of men can 
be emancipated from the chain of ignorance, bigotry, and ruthless passion. Thus freed from the 
irritants that breed war, men would realize the blessing of peace and exert their talents to build a 
better nation. A nation where peace, joy, and prosperity region and where peoples of all colors, 
religion and culture like together as children of God. Mans search for lasting peace. Peace was 
the first thing the Angel Sang, peace is one of mans instincts, instilled in his heart by God . since 
time immemorial, man has year to live in contentment among his neighbor and enjoy the fruits of 
his labor. Men's search for peace is indeed as old as history.  

 
As historically, our fellowmen suffered and experience series of violation of human 

rights. From the conical Spanish region when there was economics and class discrimination, our 
countrymen suffered from the brutal Spanish occupation down to Ferdinand Marcos 
administration. Our people suffered so much pain, tortured and detained without valid changes. 
There were forced disappearances of person as civil and political rights were violated. Human 
rights are as old human society itself. Originality kwon as rights of man against injustices of 
despotic rules, men revolved against the concept of the divine rights of king John Locke state"" 
if the government become bad the people pace a rights to oppose it"" for there is no other way 
opposing the Governments powerful government except rose in arms by means of revolution, 
great Aristotle exclaimed, we make war so that we can live in peace. The struggle for the human 
rights was originality a domestic or national issues. The citizen of the state asserted their rights 
against their tyrannical rules. Mans rights to liberty is not lost even if he had need in arbitrarily 
detained by the authorities. He does not lose his rights to liberty even he fail to claim it. On the 
other hand, a legal right granted be the state to file a case for violation of an agreement for an 
unreasonable time may be lost.  

 
Confucianism admonishes, “If there is no principle which ought to be acted upon 

throughout one life, surely it is that of loving kindles. Do not do into others what you would not 
have them done into you. Then Islam Advocate.” No one of you is a believer until he desire for 



his brother that he desire for himself. Human rights are fundamental because without them life 
and the dignity of man will be meaningless. Some examples of human rights as fundamental are 
the rights to individual, because they cannot be rightfully taken away from free individual. An 
example is the freedom from tortured. No authority and validly and legally tortured . e 
individual. 


